
Selfless Tee Campaign 
 
Social Media Content Plan 
This plan includes tweets and Facebook posts that CURE will post. Twitter posts can be repeated every 
few days and Facebook posts should only be used once. 

Post URL Platform 

Our campaign with @selflesstee begins today! Help humanize CURE’s 
stories here 

cure.org/selflesstee Twitter 
(Nov. 1) 

Wear CURE. Link to blog post Twitter 
(Nov. 1) 

Support CURE through wearing our message @selflesstee cure.org/selflesstee Twitter 

Large percent of proceeds go directly overseas and into our hospitals, 
buy a @selflesstee today here 

cure.org/selflesstee Twitter 

Cause inspired apparel by rockstar designers, with a CURE message cure.org/selflesstee Twitter 

CURE partners with @selflesstee for 2 week t-shirt campaign cure.org/selflesstee Twitter 

Don’t miss out before it’s too late: buy a @selflesstee for CURE cure.org/selflesstee Twitter 

CURE is excited about the fashionable fit and super soft cotton of our 
Selfless Tee 

cure.org/selflesstee Twitter 

Tweet our cause and be in the running for a free t-shirt @selflesstee cure.org/selflesstee Twitter 

We are excited to launch our @Selfless Tee campaign. Starting today, 
purchase a shirt created by a rockstar designer, with $10 of every 
shirt bought going directly overseas and into our hospitals. Watch and 
support CURE’s cause here: 

cure.org/selflesstee Facebook 
(Nov. 1) 

You are what you wear: for the next 2 weeks, spread CURE’ message 
through caused inspired apparel. 

Blog post Facebook 
(Nov. 1) 

Do something selfless today: purchase a shirt, with a large percent of 
proceeds going directly to healing the children. 

cure.org/selflesstee Facebook 

Like CURE’s @Selfless Tee campaign to be in the running for a free t-
shirt! 

cure.org/selflesstee Facebook 

Only two days left to purchase a t-shirt. Support CURE’s mission: the 
more we buy, the more @Selfless Tee gives! 

cure.org/selflesstee Facebook 
(Nov. 12) 



Google Ads: 
 
CURE: Selfless Tee Campaign 
www.cure.org/selflesstee 
Buy cause inspired apparel 
 
Keywords:  
Cure + tees 
Cure + selfless tees 
Cure and Selfless Tees 
CURE International + Selfless Tees 
CURE t-shirts 
CURE apparel 
CURE selfless 
Clothes for CURE International 
CURE clothes 
Wear + Cure 
Cure clothing 
CURE + Danny Bocanegra 
Cure and Pepsi Refresh Winner 
Cure and Pepsi Refresh 
Nonprofit t-shirts and CURE 
CURE t-shirt design 
Selfless T-shirts for CURE 
Cure + Tees for causes 
Cure awareness shirt 
Cure + shirts 
Cure + Josh Furnas 
Cure tees 
Shirt design and CURE 
 
 
Homepage Slider 
A Selfless Tee - title 
Help humanize CURE’s stories through purchasing a CURE t-shirt from the Selfless Tee campaign. $10 of 
every shirt bought will go overseas to selflessly act for the healing of others. 
 
“Buy Now button” 
Graphic: Picture of t-shirt design 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.cure.org/selflesstee

